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Introduction

XIP6220B from Xiphera is an Intellectual Property (IP) core for ML-DSA (previously known as
CRYSTALS-Dilithium) [?] post-quantum digital signature algorithm. It currently supports signa-
ture verification operation for all three ML-DSA variants ML-DSA-44, ML-DSA-65, and ML-DSA-87
as defined in the draft standard [?] from August 2023. Support for key generation and signature
generation will be added within a relatively short time frame after NIST finalises the standard.
XIP6220B is optimized for a good balance between speed and resource requirements.

XIP6220B is a member of xQlave® product family of secure and efficient IP cores for post-
quantum cryptography (PQC) algorithms.

Key Features

• Small Resource Requirements: XIP6220B fits into about a few thousands of LUTs and
additionally uses only a few multipliers/DSP blocks and internal memory block in a typical
AMD® FPGA implementation.

• Fast Performance: XIP6220B is capable of computing a few thousand signature verification
operations in a second in a typical AMD® FPGA implementation.

• Easy Integration: The simple 64-bit interface of XIP6220B supports easy integration to
various systems.

• Compliance: XIP6220B is compliant with ML-DSA Initial Public Draft of the NIST standard
FIPS 204 (Aug. 28, 2023) [?]. Xiphera commits to update XIP6220B when the standardization
proceeds to newer versions.
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Figure 1: Internal high-level block diagram of XIP6220B

Functionality

XIP6220B can be used for signature verification operations of all ML-DSA variants ML-DSA-44,
ML-DSA-65, and ML-DSA-87. ML-DSA was selected as the primary algorithm for post-quantum
digital signature algorithm by NIST [1] and, hence, it is expected to be very widely used in multiple
different protocols in the coming years. Support for key generation and signature generation will
be available in future versions of XIP6220B.

The main optimization objective for XIP6220B has been on achieving a good balance between
resource requirements and performance as well as in providing versatile support for all operations
of all ML-DSA variants with a single IP core.

As XIP6220B supports digital signature verifications, there are no side-channel threats against
it.

Block Diagram

The internal high-level block diagram of XIP6220B is depicted in Figure 1.
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Interfaces

The external interfaces of XIP6220B are depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: External interfaces of XIP6220B

AMD® FPGA Resources and Performance

Tables 1 presents the AMD® FPGA resource requirements for representative implementations on
different AMD® FPGA architectures. On request, the resource estimates can also be supplied for
other AMD® FPGA families.

7888 ALM, 17 M20K, 1 DSP 256.67 MHz
AMD® Zynq® MPSoC* 13409 LUT, 9/1 RAMB36/18, 2 DSP 359.84 MHz
AMD® Versal® Prime* 13805 LUT, 9/1 RAMB36/18, 1 DSP 381.97 MHz

Table 1: Resource usage and performance of XIP6220B on representative AMD® FPGA families.

Example Use Cases

ML-DSA can be expected to be used as the digital signature algorithm in various security systems
and protocols in the coming years. Therefore, XIP6220B will have several applications in protecting
critical systems. There are already drafts about how ML-DSA will be used in security protocols: for
example, X.509 certificates [?], hybrid signatures for PKI [?], and PGP [?].

Ordering and Deliverables

Please contact sales@xiphera.com for pricing and your preferred delivery method. XIP6220B can
be shipped in a number of formats, including netlist, source code, or encrypted source code.
Additionally, synthesis scripts, a comprehensive testbench, and a detailed datasheet including an
integration guide are included.

*Vivado 2022.1, default compilation settings, industrial speedgrade.
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About Xiphera

Xiphera specializes in secure and efficient implementations of standardized cryptographic algo-
rithms on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs). Our fully in-house designed product portfolio includes individual cryptographic Intellec-
tual Property (IP) cores, as well as comprehensive security solutions built from a combination of
individual IP cores.

Xiphera is a Finnish company operating under the laws of the Republic of Finland, and is fully
owned by Finnish citizens and institutional investors.

Contact

Xiphera Oy
Tekniikantie 12
FIN-02150 Espoo
Finland
sales@xiphera.com
+358 20 730 5252
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